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The paper’s motto :  

‘The voyage of discovery is not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes’  Marcel Proust 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

The paper draws from over 20 years of the author’s bridge design, writing and lecturing, and argues its point 

taking two of the author’s projects as examples ( Inhabited Garden Bridge Between Christianity and Islam in 

Rome and Moving Bridge in Copenhagen) in addition to other bridges. It would appear that it was the author 

who first came up with the idea of ‘bridge as a tool of urban acupuncture’, while a Rome Scholar with the 

British School at Rome in 1996.  

 

EXTRACTS: 

 

Acupuncture is a method of balancing the flow of and the interaction between energies in a living body. The 

'needles' of urban acupuncture are sometimes virtual yet effective, sometimes huge and physical and working 

less well. It is not the size of an 'acupunctural urban investment' that matters the most. In some places hitting 

the spot with a simple low key idea can do more good than an expansion of vast sums of money. Among the 

range of the urban acupuncture implements are bridges. Bridges occur at points of dynamic flow collisions. 

They facilitate co-existence. Not without a reason the title Pontifex was given to spiritual leaders. Bridges act 

as catalysts for urban growth. Redistribution of real and virtual space results from the construction of a major 

new bridge. New links are opened, frequently reaching well beyond the actual location of a bridge. New 

economic and social 'chemistry' is distilled. Bridges provide a fascinating and enduring evidence of material, 

cultural and spiritual development of humanity. They are an explicit manifestation of human desires. With this 

symbolic importance both are the most expressive points of reference in both urban and non urban locations. 

Both are majestic objects of land art. The best bridges are amongst the most poetic structures, 'healing 

images of harmony and beauty'. With only a minimum of redundancy of form and material they have all the 

tension and expression of great music and poetry. They seem a perfect resolution of harmony, function and 

material. They remind us that our structures should be durable both technically, aesthetically and spiritually, 

and that the built environment is not a disposable commodity. 

 

INHABITED GARDEN BRIDGE BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM IN ROME  

 

The selected location had a special secret which formed the basis of the whole design including the principia 

of its structural integrity. The west flank of the bridge is located on the axis of Viale Angelico and Via di Porta 

Angelica which lead to Piazza San Pietro in the Vatican. Thus the west end of the bridge creates a destination 

mark on a visual axis along the above mentioned streets linking the bridge with Piazza San Pietro. The east 

flank of the bridge provides a focal point for three streets that merge on the Piazza. The axis of the bridge, 

aligned with Via Guido Reni, extends eastwards past Palazzeto dello Sport and the new Roman auditorium. 

Extended further it reaches the Roman mosque. Urban axis are an important element of the spatial 

composition of Rome, and this proposal constitutes a contemporary contribution to this system. In addition to 

its significance as a commercial and transport facility for its immediate vicinity and Rome as a whole, the 

bridge is a symbolic 21st Century 'bridge' between two of the world's key religions. I saw this idea as 



 
 

particularly potent in the light of doom mongering thinking as exemplified by Samuel P Huntington's paper 

'The Clash of Civilisations', and its real life manifestations as can be observed all over the planet. 

 

INDERHAVNEN BRIDGE, COPENHAGEN 

 

A mechanically opening bridge brings to the art of bridge design the fourth dimension – time, and with it the 

visual excitement of movement. An opening bridge can be designed to have a minimal impact on, for 

example, a historic urban context. Ancient examples of designs for retractable bridges include ideas 

generated by Leonardo da Vinci, and Agostino Ramelli. Da Vinci needs no introduction but Ramelli is 

relatively unknown. The recently completed sliding bridge in Copenhagen was the winner of an invited 

international competition. There is no other bridge quite like the Inner Harbour Bridge anywhere else in the 

world. The use of innovative sliding mechanism allows pedestrians to stand on viewing platforms at the edges 

of the navigation channel during the opening and closing operation. Among others the competition jury stated : 

“In this entry, urban architecture aspects are rooted in the historical qualities of Copenhagen (…) Taking its 

starting point from the Nordic traditions, the entrant sought inspiration in the opportunity to optimise 

functionality and create a new public space rather than letting the bridge be an exponent of an extravagant 

staged structural form”.  

 

 


